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The purpose of the paper is to present solution to design additional diagnostic system for, based on 
cutting-edge technology, purifying fumes installation. Neural networks, which determine the core of the 
system, were used as predictive models. Designed very efficient neural structures have served to build 
simulative diagnostic advisory system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In many scientific areas models of processes are exploited. One of the realms of science taking the 
advantage of models is diagnostics. Using models in diagnostic is widely presented for instance in [9] 
and [7]. It is well known that the most effective are analytical models. However, high precision of 
the model equations and accurate values of coefficients in those equations are highly demanded in 
case of obtaining effective model. Furthermore, there are many objects for which obtaining that 
kind of the model is extremely difficult. Very often problems are issued from lack of possibility in 
identifying the values of equations coefficients. In those situations applying artificial intelligence 
methods to obtain model of process seems to be one of the most efficacious solution. Especially in 
case of having practical experience, heuristic knowledge and archival values of demanded signals. 

Problem with obtaining analytical models particularly appears in case of processes based on 
very new technologies. Lack of experience and knowledge about real course of process and all signals 
interactions leads to receive not accurate models and in consequence to not correctly working systems 
using them. 

Purifying fumes installation based on electric beam technology is contained in the group of 
new techniques. Control and diagnostic system designed for that installation is mainly based on 
theoretical knowledge about course of chemical and physical process. What is more precise analytical 
equations describing all reactions phenomena and chemical ingredients interactions are not known. 
First work trials of the purifying fumes industrial process disclosed a possibility and nec~ssity of 
designing supporting diagnostic system. Considering lack of analytical knowledge about process, it 
was decided that indispensable, from diagnostic point of view, models would be prepared basing on 
neural networks. Neural networks are generally described e.g. in [5] and [6], in case of diagnostic 
porpoise in [3] and [4]. 

As a one of the most universal type of neural network feed-forward were chosen to execute diag
nostic system. The conventional back propagation algorithm was used in order to obtain efficiently 
working nets. Huge amount of design neural networks tasks and simulative comparisons were done, 
in order to emerge the most efficient neural structures. Finally those structures have served as a main 
component of foreseeing diagnostic system of most important process parameters. 
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